From: Rwanda 4/21/94

Board wants to withdraw 700 tonight...
500 - 1 coy @ output
1 coy at stadium protecting + vẫn và 200
200 total - want to do tonight
1 coy 120 Ghana
60 Tutsi
200 farthest from奋斗目标

(15) general consensus that we can sign up to 500. (including Nigeria)

Act on needed withdrawals
- bad precedent, potentially

1) Do we need repatriation to Darfur?

2) How do we protect people if forces are withdrawn

3) Do we want to hand him off to a regional approach
   as Pleasure suggested

Withdrawn now 2,200

| 430 Belgians                        | 0 |
| 850 Bangil.                        | (-200) 650 |
| 480 Flamhauers                      | 400 |
   - orRain way down from Darfur

Mainly protecting stadium (12,500)

- We need big unit on front + protect
- Psychological needs big unit on front
Safety of Men = endless

- Bengalis = fundamental tribal problem
- Gujaratis = morally respectable

Concerned at the demonstration effect of pullout or breakdown.